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I have never brought anyone to this place. I am always
afone. I come by it haphazardly, never in the same way and

never in the same mood, Each time it is a new experience
and a new landscape" Each time I find something special.
Sometimes I venture as far as the doorframe, sometimes I
walk in without hesitation and sometimes I just sit in the

grass. Each time there is a different response.
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love the way that moss covers wooden shingles, how rusted
nails bleed down greyed cedar planksn and how cobwebs
replace broken window panes. I love the leaning picket

fence and the rusted car that floats in a sea of grass and
weed. I love the sapling trees that grow from itts trunk and
decaying interior. I love the worn, earthtrodden paths of an
unknown creature which cross the yard and dissappear on

the doorstep.
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ã åove deeay"
It is a beautiful and honest process,

Not far from my family's cabin there is an abandoned
farmstead hidden within the trees, There is no road to this
placer no signs or markers. No names or stories that would
revive any feelings of memory in me, No feelings of loss or

grief. I do not feel sad. I do not feel happy.

But i love it here.
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It is not cognitive or even conscious, nothing learned or
remembered. It is more instinctual and volitional, drawing

not on what I know, but what I dontt know. lt is informed by
smellr soundn touch, light and so many other subconscious

factors which make this experience real.
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It is in a place like this where I feel most human. The ruins
offer me no answers, but allow me to question so many

things about the physical and spiritual world in which I live.
ln a place like this I recognize just how insignificant I am.

The ruins' story allows me to grow as an individualo to
ponder the minute to the immense, life and death. lt is a
story of being born, growing old and dying. lt is a simple

story. There lies an innate understanding of time and
meaning within their silence,







La ßoca, Buettos Aircs -photos by aulhor
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"The thought police would get hint
just the ssme, He had conunitted-
wot¿ld have committed, even if he had
never set pett to paper-the essential
crime that contqined all others in
itself. Thoughtcrime, they called it.
Thoughtcrinte was not a thing tltøt
could be concealedforever. Yon rttight
dodge successfully for a while, even

for years, but sooner or lafer they were
bound to get yott." 

-p19
George Onyell, 1984
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ïechnonhobia Is lfie term used t0 desct¡be any feelings of Íear d¡sconfott,
or anxiety towards one 0t more forms 0f tGrnnol0gy. lt is an aclalowledged
medical conditlon [eGau$G ¡t affect$ [soDlc mentally and nhysically.
TechnophoDlc lndiuiduals would liÍe t0 auo¡d all tecnnology lf possiile. When
an[roached with technology, thoss who sufÍer witfi TechnophoDia exlelience
mlld tn $euetc anx¡ety, ftu$Uat¡0n, and self-dou[t. (Boilentin. Aprit, lggg)
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A large percentage of modern urban ruins are things that have fallen into a state of obsolescence. That is to say that their
usefulness has been eliminated, surpassed or replaced by new technologies. The modern ruin is no longer economically
sensible or culturally significant enough to hold value in the urban landscape. Nor is its real estate value sufficient for it to
have been adapted or for the site to have been redeveloped,

As Robert L. Thaye¡ Jr. states in his article Three Dimensions of Technology in the American Landscape, "Most oJ
the landscapes we experience in our daily ltves are the piecemeal results oJ'JLmctional necessity rather than
íntentional designJ'or human a/Jëct." Effectively, once the functional intentions of these landscapes are lost, so
too is any level of meaning or connectivity to our everyday lives, Thayer also suggests that "these technologically
influenced landscapes seem to operate on three levels or dimensions, the percephtal, the.fimctionai and the
symb o l ic. "(Thaye¡ 1 992)

The perceptual dimension is the landscape seen as patterns of light and dark, lt is the perceivability and conspicuousness
in the landscape as differentiated from the so-called natural background. The functional dimension is the landscape
recognized as having a primary function. The symbolic dimension is referred to as landscapes representing abstract
concepts or values not automatically expressed in their form. (Thaye¡ 1gg2)



I
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It is the symbolic dimension that is of most interest when dealing with the urban ruin. This is not to say that the other
levels are non-existent in the process of understanding the landscape; they do certainly play a role in that they set the
stage for interpretation. They allow us to comprehend and negotiate the industrial landscape, but they lack the more
personal interpretation that is inherent in the symbolic dimension. lt is the symbolic dimension that allows us to detach
ourselves from any consciously attained meaning or function of an object or landscape and insert our own abstractions and
perceptions.

When and how these abstract feelings come about is largely dependent on our own feelings towards the technologies and

the remnants left within the landscape. Sir Geoffrey Jellicoe proposed that, "lt is possible that ugliness in the works of man,

whether architectural or landscape, did not arise until there became a conflict between the user of the surface of the earth
and the use of what lay beneath," (Jellicoe, 1985)

This would suggest that certain technologies evoke different levels of response, both consciously and subconsciously,

depending on the nature and character of those technologies. Some of these factors may include the degree of impact

upon the landscape or the activity's functional relationship to culture and tradition. From a 'prairie perspective', reactions to
agriculture and farming may not be as strong as those towards open pit mining or offshore oil operations, The effects of the
primary industry are overshadowed by their seemingly lower visual impact on the 'pastoral' landscape, when in fact the use

of pesticides and the inhumane treatment of animals may hold negative connotations paralleling those of an oil spill.
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But as previously mentioned this reaction is also dependent upon culture and
tradition. Reaction to agricultural practices in Brazilforexample would be
somewhat different, where the disappearance of the Rain Forest is directly
blamed on the agriculture industry. "Consumptive technologies in the
landscapeJiequently accrue negative symbolic meaning, since they
represent a one way, entropy-producing "consumption" of'actual, earthly
resources. " (Thayer, 1992)

Then there are the technologies that have become outdated or have been
surpassed by the advancement of facilities, machinery and efficiency. Thayer
proposes that these fall under a category refened to as nostalgic technologies.
He goes on to state, "nostalgic technologies ease the unpleasant taste of
landscape guiltby connecting us with a familiar past.',

This holds true in situations where surpassed technologies have become small
pockets within an urban industrial landscape which is still evolving. Old steam
plants and towering brick smokestacks remain as testaments of change and

are effective in part because they provide the much needed contrast in such a
monotonous setting. ln a sense they become the icons that justify'progress',

achors around which change seems more tolerable.
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But what happens when whole systems of industry are relocated? This is often the situation in historic port cities such
as Buenos Aires, where population growth both instigates and depends on the development of entirely new industrial
landscapes, capable of dealing with the increase of the imporUexport trade.

The landscape that remains is not one of nostalgia, lt is one of neglect. parrorthe
reason for this neglect lies in the composition of these early industrial waterfronts, These waterfronts are landscapes of a
human scale because the industry that developed was inherently tied to those who first inhabited the land, Residential and
commercialactivity threads its way through a seemingly impenetrable industrial landscape and has developed a symbiotic
relationship with industry,

These neighbourhoods do not 'cope' with industry, they live with it. w¡tn the toss of industry there is
a void created in those neighbourhoods, Jobs are lost, streets become vacant and broken windows remain broken. To the
residents, the industrial landscape becomes one of neglect and disdain, now only a constant reminder of how things were
when the system still functioned. The historical and ephemeral value of the waterfront, which often dates back hundreds of
years, has been more or less stripped of meaning by the 'advancement' of technology,
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The landscape becomes a
the city, unappreciated by
by the resident,

I
I

non-place, nnegaÉed space within
the outsider and slowly forgotten
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Calle Cailiilito, Lo Boca -photos by author
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"I dislike feeling at honrc when I ant
abroud,"

George Bernørd Shuw
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Tourist. n. One who travels J'or pleantre.

Traveller. n. One who travels or has travelecl, as to distant places.
The A¡nerican Herítage@ Dictionaty of the Engtish Language, Fourth Edition

The treweler sees whüt he sees, the tt&,øt'iSt sees wh(tt he has come to see.

Gilbert K. Chesterton

Every perfect traveller always creates the country where he travels.
Nikos Kazantzakis
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As J,B. Jackson states in The Necessity for Ruins and Other Topics, "yet we
are all of us strangers, tourists, at one time or another, andfrom our
own experience yve should recognize the individttal impulsefor self-
improvement that is at back oJ'so mush tourist travel. At the risk oJ
exaggerating, I would say that the inspiration of tourism is a desire to
know more about the world in order to know more about ourselves. {f *e
olJènd pttblic taste, that is only incidental to our search; the Swiss cuckoo
clock, the bumper-sticker.from Carlsbad Caverns is a type of diploma-
proof that we have at least tried to improve. " (Jackson, '1980)

This statement captures the true aspiration of tourism, But I would be wary to
say that the inspiration of which Jackson speaks has maintained its vigour and

influence. The desire to know more about the world has certainly survived but the
quest for self improvement seems to have faded from the foreground and has

been replaced by the bumper stickers and cuckoo clocks. These 'diplomas' are
no longer proof of an attempt at improvement. They are simply proof of where
we have been. ln a way they have become bragging rights, a thin veilto claim
superior knowledge of another place.

The problem may lie in the over commercialization of tourism. Of course that
is stating the obvious. But it is a critical observation in understanding the
relationship between the visitor and the visited. Especially in impoverished
societies where the economic gap between the two groups is immense.

I
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Commercialization has transformed tourism into a carefully planned and
packaged 'adventure' guided not by the tourist themselves but by fine print
guidebooks and a travel agent thousands of miles away. lt has tried to suck the
unknown out of the experience, lt is fully catered, from the prebooking of hotels

and cars to the carefully framed tours which reveal only the "touristy" parts of
the city. Not to mention the portrailstyle photos to send home to loved ones,
Money equals a painless immersion into an unknown culture. You are constantly
surrounded by othertourists, and the'locals'encountered are those dependent
on the tourist economy. We have become comfortable and are satisfìed with only
seeing that which we have been told is worthwhile.

ln a sense it has transformed tourism into a highly deterministic event rather than

the desire, as Jackson states, "to know more about ourselves". lt has become
consumptive rather than timeless. "Knowing the world almost always means
a kind of intellectttal or social awareness, a tolerance of unfamiliar ideas
and ttnfamiliar people. " (Jackson 1980) The prepackaged adventure does
not neccesitate the need to immerse oneself in a culture and most certainly does
not promote a greater social awareness, lt is like living in a bubble, not aware
there is an outside and therefore having no desire to know. Commercialism has

leached the process of self realization and personal growth out of tourism and
subsequently has led to the resentment that the visited often feel towards the
visitor. Not to say that the resentment by the visited is justified, for often it too is
based on misunderstandings and preconceptions.
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So how do we bridge the gap?
we instigate this new dialogue
the two groups?

A dialogue void of the prejudices and

tensions which allows for an exchange

and an appreciation of cultures as well

as a better understanding of ourselves

and our environments?

I believe that one solution lies in the

creation of an experience that focuses

on creating the informal interaction

between the two groups while still

allowing for some level of personal

exploration.

How do
between
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La Boca, Buenos Áircs -phofos by author
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Ll/hen we were kids they called it
breøkirtg ønd entering or Írespassing øf
the very least, hut now it's called Urban
Explorøtion and it's a proper action
sp o r t fo r ødu lts' *o "i::,*, 

tra tion. org

t
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ln the last few years, relatively unknown terms such as infiltration, spelunking and vading have been used to describe the
increasing popularity of a movement referred to as urban exploration.

infiltration n.

l. to pass (troops) singly or in small groups through gaps in the enemy line
2. to enter or become established in gradually or unobtrwively usuallyfor subversive
plu'poses <the intelligence stalJ'had been infilu'ated by spies>

spelunker z.
l. one who explores caves chiefly as a hobby,: a caver

invading v.rr
LTb enter by J'orce in order to conquer or pillage.
2. To enter and permeate, especially harmJully.

The Anerican Heritage@ Dictionary of the English Lunguage, Fourth Edition
Copyrigltt @ 2000 by Houghton ÌvÍilflin Company.

vading v. rr
L To enter and permeate



'14/hen you make thefnding yourseff'- even iJ'yott're the last person on
Earth to see the light - you'll never J'orget it. "

Carl Sagan

ln the past few years there has been a fanatical increase in the amount of websites related to this activity. For the most
part, they appear to be collections of images and historical facts relating to the specific "mission" or site to be "vaded",
These sites are often abandoned structures, but also include subway tunnels, bridges, boats, and even the odd five star
hotel' They range in size from single individuals to full fledged membership groups, and are dispersed across the globe. ln
the Americas, sites exist for virtually every major city from Argentina to Greenland. Most of the sites offer legal advice and
explicitly do not advocate vandalism or theft. lt is interesting to note that many of the sites make specific refêrence to the
intimacy of the activity, and do not wish for it to become mainstream,

The true intent oJ'urban erploration is aimed at developing a deeper understanding of the places we inhabit. It
olJers an utterly new approach to "experiencing", rather than "seeing" the city. I've always felt that the most
exotic J'orm oJ'tourism is to be given the chance of revisiting the cíty in which one actually líves, really seeing
itfor thefirst time. You see, the problem oJ'a big city is that the visitor is always seeing the official sites, the
spectacles, observing it from points o/ view from which it was meant to be seen. And those oJ'us who live here
gradually grow indilJerent to what ít looks like, and it becomes more or less invisible. So what one needs is to
look at the city in a way it was never meant to be looked at.

lonathan Millen Quoted in Citíes

l
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The act of exploring is tactile and blatant by nature, involving all of the physical

senses, yet it is one of the most powerfully engaging activities of the imagination

and the subconscious, What is extremely important is how the act of exploring

abandons or overcomes the limitations we associate with so much of our

environments. lt takes us past the "Do Not Entei' signs and the locked gates and

allows us to see the entirety of the urban landscape. Not just the skin and bones,

but the guts as well.

Part of the thrill of exploring the 'guts' is the sense of danger, of the unexpected

and the unanticipated events which stitch together the experience, A certain

degree of danger is ever present within the urban landscape but much of our

environments have been designed in such a way that the feeling of fear is
excluded or diluted. When fear does exist it is often a reaction to the designed
environment, when the familiar conditions we feel safe in are challenged

both physically and psychologically, This vague zone of apprehension in

the landscape often sets the limits of where one will go, and has never been

adequately addressed through the design of the urban environment.



Anything remotely

dangerous is

sunounded by a

cinder block wall or

a chain link fence,

then, as if that was

not enough, covered

with "danged'and

"do not entei' signs,
Gas lI/orks Park, Seallle. Photos by author:

Gas Works Park was completed in 1978 with the large gas works left as something of an urban sculpture/
grafìtti canvas. At one time the gas works were unfenced and anyone could explore them. Today they are
fenced off, but people still manage to break in and scrawl on the rusting towers with spraycans and paint
markers.

ln Architecture of Fear, Dora Epstein describes how this preoccupation with fear shapes the contemporary landscape

"There is a story to this fearing, this Jèaring that maps the cityscapes into places I will go and places I will
noL As speaking subjects, sentient members of urban temains, we can naruate our cartographies of avoidance,
our Jearing, J'ar better than we can narrote how thefearing came to be. We lçtow, can articulate, what we
have deemed as "unsafe"- the strange, the unfamiliar, the supposedly violent "other" against which we have
insulated and barricaded ourselves- and what we have deemed as "saJ'e"- the lit, the populated, the orderly,
or seemingly controlled to which we have clung. We felt justified when violence occurred in the realm of our
"ttnsaJë";felt shockwhen it occurred in our "safÞ". ßllin, 1997)
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A couple walks along the vueltq de Rocha. My eyes l'ollow their steps through a maze
oJ'ttnúrcllas and cheap plastic chairs. They reach the end, stopping to look around,

not certain d'their journey is over. Hesitating, they turn back and take a photo oJ'what
they have already seen. Their backs now Jitce the 'unknown' qnd a quick glance only

emphasizes their longing; to explore beyond that last step snd discover what this place
is really all about.

$o how do we llromote the I



nuigat¡on of tne ent¡fe ufban landscanep
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Slrcel Peúomters, La Bortbonera -photos by aulhor
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r¡rffin¡mny as¡d t[¡e ir¡lau!¡¡atlmrs

Like all great travellers, I have seen
more thsn f remember, and remember
more than I hsve seen.

Benjamin Disraeli

55
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GitieS and MemOf y 5 -¡ìom ltato Catvino's, rnvisibte Cities

In Maurilia, the traveler is invíted to visit the city and, at the same time,
to examine some old post cards that show it as it used to be: tlte same
identícal square with a hen in the place of the bus station, a bandstand
in the place of the overpass, two young ladies with white parasols
in the place of the munitions factory. If the traveler does not wish to
disappoint tlte inhabitants, lte must praise the postcard city and prefer
it to the present one, tltought he must be careful to contain his regret
at the changes within definíte limits: admittíng that the magnífrcence
and prosperiQ of the metropolis Maurilia, when compared to the old,
provincial Maurilia, can not compensate for a certain lost grace,
which, however, can be appreciated only now in the old poit cards,
whereas before, when that províncial Maurilia was before one's eyes,
one saw absolutely nothing graceful and would see it even less totday,
if Maurilia had remained unchanged; and in any case the metropolis
has the added attraction that, through what it has become, one can look
back with nostalgia at what it was.

Beware of sayíng to them that sometimes different citiesfollow
one anot"he, 

-on 
lhe same site and under the same name,"born and

Qting without lcnowing one another without communication among
themselves. At times even the names of the inhabitants remain the-
same, and their voices' accent, and also the features of the face; but the
gods who live beneath names and above places have gone offwithout
a word and outsiders have settled in their place. It is pointless to ask
whether the new ones are better or worse than the old, since there is
no connection between tltem, just as the old post cards do not depict
Maurilia as it was, but a dffirent city which, by chance was called
Maurilia, like this one.



"Hey, ìts not really that sut'eal, infact it's kind oJ'
stttpid. But I like that." -Bob Somers

Forever 27 (nodifed with bqguette boy), Scott LoBqído

Hístory exists as long as an object is in use; thüt ís so long øs form relates to its original function. However
when form and Junction øre severed, ønd only form rernøins vítel, hístory shífts ínto the realm of memory.
When history ends memory begíns.... History comes to be known through the relationship between a collective
memory oJ'events, the síngulttrity of place (locus solus), and the sign of the pløce as expressed inform.

Peter Eisenman

"I've seen things you people wouldnl believe. Attack ships onfre olJ
the shoulder oJ'Orion. I watched C-beams glitter in the dark near the
Tannhauser gate. All those moments will be lost in tinte, like tears in
rain. Time to die." - Rutger Hauer as Roy Batty in Bladerunner

i

t

"It's like that scene from Planet of the Apes where
Charlton Heston rides his horse past the submerged
Statue of Liberry and realizes just how much the
world has changed." -access seattle travel guide
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La Boca, Buenos Áires -photos by author
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"Although fences of some sort remsin
irttportant to neighbourltoods, it is only
as urban life ís øble to flow beyond
city walls that hunmn culture is able to
exPand"' 

,or"enbie, lgBI)

t_-_
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ln his book, Spaces: Dimensions of the Social Landscape, Greenbie examines
the relationship between the recognition of small group identity and the new
respect for cultural pluralism. He characterizes small group identity as proxemicl
spaces, having inherently strong loyalties and defensive territoriality. These are
spaces such as the neighbourhood, where there is a sense of community that
shares similar economic and social values.

Greenbie's investigation of tenitoriality has obvious links to that of Oscar
Newman's theories on crime prevention and defensible space2, but diverges
from Newman's conclusions, Although both suggest an informal order of social
control, Newman recommended that barriers needed to be created between the
private, public, and semipublic space, To do so would increase private space
and in turn make it defensible space (Newman, 1972). Newman's theory fails
to address notions of cultural pluralism, whereas Greenbie suggests that a
'defensible space' is only possible when those baniers are removed, lt is his
opinion that only when we are able to transcend the borders of proxemic space
can there be the "fullflowering of human personality."

'l
L



Although Greenbie addresses the notion of tenitoriality between different cultures and classes within the city, and the
transcendence of those borders, he does not examine the reality that 'distemic'3 spaces are often inserted within the
proxemic. His scope is somewhat limited to the idea of the distemic as 'cosmopolitan', the "large and important spaces in all
real cities which are used by diverse people of many cultures and subcultures and cannot properly be called the turf of any
group."(Greenbie, 1981) He acknowledges the fact that proxemic and distemic spaces can turn into each other over time,
but does not seem to question the implications of such an insertion, His analogy of walls and fences could just as easily
include moats and islands,

I Edward T. Hall has coined the term proxemics to reJèr to the 
^culturally specifn ways in which various groups use space. Hall

deJined it qldte specifcally to refer to "theories oJ'manb use of spac" ni a^sp"öiat¡zed elaboration oJ'cult"ure.';' 
- -r -'

2 Oscar Newman developed his theory oJ'De/ènsible Space.in the-early 1970's. His theorctical constntct consistecl oJ'the interaction
between individuals and the environmeit as-a means oJ'making their iivtng environment "aejaiiinte siai" ;'- - --' "' "'

3 Grcenbie coined the wrn'd dÌstemicsJrom Hall's proxemics to refer to those parts oJ'the city that are actively shared by people with
diverse cultural values and codes rl'conduct which must be intelligible to att.
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Tourist zones within cities, especially those within historical neighbourhoods, often cause a tension within the

neighbourhood in which they occur by effectively blurring an established sense of ownership and territoriality. "Obviously, if

much spatial behaviour is unconscious and taken for granted, there is likely to be less conflict if people of the same culture
primarily share and control a given area." (Greenbie, 1981) When this control is compromised the possibility to transcend

spatial borders becomes even more challenging and often these borders become heightened. Rather than attempting to

see as others see, we tend to return to what is familiar and perceived as safe, making amicable social diversity impossible,

ln the proxemic neighbourhood, "both the social and physical environment can be extremely complex and yet

understandable to its residents because they have learned to know it over a longer period of time,..To insiders it will appear

logical and prope¡ no matter how illogical it may be to outsiders; outsiders may, however, flnd it delightfully picturesque if

they are not threatened by it."(Greenbie, 1981) Cultural anthropologists note that every culture takes its values and view

of the world for granted, which further stresses the possibility of interaction. "We take for granted all the various ways we

use space, position ourselves within it, and define boundaries between public and private domains," (Greenbie, 1981) lt is

the somewhat unconscious ignorance or learned behaviours on the part of both groups that must be addressed before any

valuable flow of communication can occur.



Greenbie does make some links to communication and to the pluralistic nature
of the tourist zone when he speaks of the marketplace, which he refers to as
"the oldest and most effective in accommodating social diversity." lt allowed
neighbourhoods of an internally similar social structure to exchange goods and
services in a socially equalized space. Maybe the use of the word marketplace
would best be substituted with gallery today, which promotes the freedom of
expression and the exchange of both cultural and individual ideas.

accommodaÉion really oeec,¡r ¡m the tounãst u@me?Br¡t does this

l
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Efaflely"

There is no necessitated exchange of ideas, only a consumption of
one culture for the currency of another. And there is no longer a sense

of equalized social space, for there is no communication outside the
constraints of the island. lt could be said that tourist zones in the city
were initially distemic in nature in that they instigated diversity and

social awareness, but once established they became proxemic spaces

themselves, distinct and restricted to economic and social structure.

lf that is the case, and I believe that it is, a new model of distemic space may
be needed. "Pttblic places in which various people can interact, both
as indiviùtals and as groups, in order to develop those possibilities in
human beings which transcend local dffirences."(Greenbie, 1981)

It is these spaces in the city that I will refer to as hêgâtêd SpaCeS. These
are the places that have been somewhat abandoned or forgotten by the local
population and remain undiscovered by the tourist. These spaces are not
necessarily a result of newly emerging territorial boundaries, but are spaces that
over time have faded in cultural significance and understanding.

I



Resulting from this are landscapes void of strong ownerships, which provide the needed platform to initiate cross-cultural
dialogue. They allow for a shared sense of ownership to develop simultaneously between different user groups, The
activities that begin to emerge do so in an unobtrusive manne¡ and there is no attempt to claim the space as 'turf'. lt is a
shared urban space where function is dependent on the user, be it group or individual.

Uoid of lensions,_lne space [ecomes mc smge whe]G culture ¡s reoognized
and unilcfst00ü for what il really is, nOt wnat we haue [G]Ge¡uGil ¡t to [e.
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lnstallation artist Robert lruin, in the video "The Beauty of Quesfions", states that
the subject of art is a non{hing, He views it as a personal awareness of the world
that illustrates a new way of seeing.

"The ørt doesn't reside in the object. The art in the set of círcumstønces is in
a sense the opportunily for you to høve thís moment of uwøreness, of touching
something specíal, whích humøns can touch. So thøt somehow, whøt you
walk out of the room with somehow ís what's of value... If the value is ín the
experience it won't d¡e. "(F eínstein,I 997)

I
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It is the lost spaces within the urban fabric

that become the medium for alternative

artworks. And it is the rejection of the
gallery and the traditional exhibition space

by the artist that brings new life to these

spaces.

Art historian Francesca Dal Lago

characterizes it as an attempt to clarify

meaning àîd, "escape the ideological
connotations inherently conveyed

J'rom the institution to the work. "
She describes "site specific" as a term

thal "defines a type of art that uses

the environment as an element
in the production oJ'the artwork.
The environntent is included both

/'ormally, as the space woven into the

fabric of the work, and conceptually,
as its content. " (Dal Lago, 2000)

These artworks almost always use the

environment as an element of design,

either as a physical representation or

abstraction, or as a psychological play on

historical, social or political aspects of the

site,

It is not the object in the
landscape that is the art,
it is how we perceive the
object in the landscape
which is the âft. -no¡eñtrwin
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'&g¿sW"cirts artists follow Robert Smithson's work against 'cultural
confnement'. For them, vacant sites are opportunities J'or intervention,

à sublime limbos in vvhich to pursue artisttc experiment on the wild side,
beyond ïhe musettm...Attracted to urban waterfronts as surrealists were to

l

'þ@i:j!þiypec.ifu artists.find their best opportunities in thefolds and

$i¡,;"
i::ll'tì. ,. '

islated, "l actually value indifference, t think it's something that has
þ(H01t,1979) These thoughts no doubt led to his strong associations

ion and recuperatio,n. " (Hattan 1995, Between dereliction

fiQþrf-Smithson he states, "l don't think things go in cycles. t think they

ffi|lnieíituation to the next, there's really no return,"(Holt,lgZg) lt is
fiiitihis interests resided not in the object but in the conditions created by

f;hich were based on the theories of entropy. ln, From The

i,öhip'awaY untilyou find this form or structure within there. I'm more interested in the

,cltl:"'Most people are involved in building up things. Take the classical idea
making of a piece of sculpture. The idea is to take a block of marbre and then

chips, the thing.s that are drsposed of " (Boettger, lgg8)
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The artwork's primary intended effect

may change or change relative to the

ruin in ways which begin to give the
work a completely new meaning. This

is typically impossible in a controlled

setting such as the traditionalgallery
space unless the work is intentionally

weathered by artificial means. The

ruin allows for the natural processes

of decay to be superimposed upon the

life of the artwork, which allows for the

work to 'ripen', This ripening of the

piece is something that allows for a

broad range of audience appreciation

and understanding, as we all conceive

of ruin and time in different ways.

Whether or not it is the intention of the
piece to be site-specifÌc or singular in

expression, the artist must realize the
powerful nature of the ruin and respecl

that context and the processes of time

cannot be ignored,

The artist must also begin to challenge

the visual nature of art and the

dominant power of the eye over the

other senses. David Michael Levin; in

Modernity and the Hegemony of Vision

states, "I think it is appropriate to
challenge the hegemony of vision in
the outlarcentrísm oJ' our culture.
And I think we need to examine
very critically the character o/'
vision that predominates today
in our world. We urgently need
a diagnosis oJ the psychosocial
pathology of everyday seeing--
and a critical understanding oJ

ourselves, as visionary beings".
(Levin, 1993)

Artworks within the
landscape of ru¡n can
no longer be viewed
as an instant visual
image, for they must
adapt and be read

not as object but as
landscape. And to

be read as landscape
they must engage
the context of the
ru¡n, which speaks
in a multi-sensual

language. !msta!lattor¡
amd sãte-specific

pãeaes Ev¡r¡st awakes?
the sesrsô!@us side of
(}ur umdersÉaBrdimg,



La Boca, -photo by author
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[uenos aires. re[ublica flrgentina.
34s36,58n21
location: Rio de la Plata, Argentina.
surface: 200 km2

population: 2,965,403 (city); 12,594,974 (metropolitan area), 9.1% of total population
ethnic mix: 95% white, 5% other.
population distribution by sex: 55%
life expectancy: women 78.56 years,
total number of homes: 978 330
average number of inhabitants: 2.9

ref igion: Roman Catholic 90% (>20%
languages: Spanish (official), English,

average January temp: 29"C (84'F).
average July temp: 14"C (57'F).
annual rainfall: 950mm (37 inches).

women , 45o/o men
men 71.13years

practising), Protestant2o/o, Jewish 2o/o, other 6%
Italian, German, French









c0lld0ll$0d ni$0fy
1536 - Pedro de Mendoza arrives from Spain seeking riches of gold and silver
and establishes the first fort - Puerto de Nuestra Senora de Sanfa Maria Del
Buen Ayre on the west bank of the Riachuelo river,

Five years later, after the destruction of the city by the native peoples, the
settlement is moved to Asuncion, Paraguay,

1580 - Juan de Garay sails from Asuncion to establish a new settlement near the
earlier fort. The first port of Buenos Aires named Sanfa Maria de los Buenos
Arres is now permanent. The settlement receives little help from Spain and relies

heavily on the trade of contrabands.
"Doors must be opened to the land and the land must flourish, its frult must be
useful to the nation and to other nations of the world."

1607 - The port is given its flrst improvements to provide a mooring area to
unload goods.

1806 - British troops invade but are stopped by the colonial militia. Spain does
not send help.

l8l0 - May 25. Armed members of the town council demand the resignation of
the Spanish viceroy.

l8l8 - July 9. Official indenpendence.





Pudb llùñ - photo by o!ùù

A total of 170 hectares of Puerto Madero has now.been redeveloped. F.ifty-five hectares has been developed
as commercial uses such as restaurants and hotels, and the rest'as publi'c greenspãcè, recreationál Oõat- 

-'
docks, pedestrian streets, avenues and boulevards.

[0ft deuelo[mcnt
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Iústoric La Boca,
photos couflesy ol Muardo Maestripieri
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la Boca, Buenos Aires ttne Mouthl
When Garay founded the city of Buenos Aires in 1580, the only shelter that was available for the vessels that came near the
Pampas coast was the Riachuelo, a stream that flowed into the Rio de la Plata.

For many years there were only masts to be seen along these coasts. The land was low lying and easily flooded when
struck by the South-easterly wind typical of this region, For two centuries La Boca was a settlement with some huts and a
few general stores where drinks were sold to the patrons. ln the middle of the last century the vessel movement began to
increase and a marine neighbourhood emerged nextto the Vuelta de Rocha, From 1830-1850 immigrants began to arrive,
many from Genoa, ltaly. By 1887 ,25 000 people lived in the neighbourhood, 70% having work related to the activity of the
port,

They built their houses with wood and metal sheets on piles. This was an important form of spontaneous architecture,
which is still used today. As was the origin of their colourfulness which was derived from the paint they retrieved from the
ships. Tenement housing sprung up to house the workforce of the district, Unfamiliar dialects were spoken and the then
repudiated tango was played. At the beginning of this century the railway and tramway arrived and the neighbourhood
filled with cranes, shipyards and chimneys as evidenced by the abandoned buildings, vacant lots, and decaying ships
that compose much of the landscape, With the construction of Puerto Madero and later Puerto Nuevo the marine Boca
disappeared, leaving behind only traces of its story.

It has always been a neighbourhood rich in culture and pride. The neighbourhood is home to the Boca Juniors football club,
the working class team, and there is a fìerce pride and love for the game and the club. The blue and yellow colours of the
officialjersey were derived from the flag of a Swedish ship.

Prior to the economic crisis of 2002, the neighbourhood was undergoing a process of urban renewal, due to fact that La
Boca's economic structure once relied solely on the industry of the port and related activities. The main attempt of renewal
now seems to be focused on tourism and is concentrated in the existing tourist zone.
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I see ghosts which live. Rusted hulls once reflecting sunlight. Chipped
concrete and,fraying rope. A sílent beacon. I see a cabin door onfailing

hing_e_s and envtsion a world of navigational maps and tin coffee cupl.
Not the homeless man who emerges Jrom his late sleep, fending'off
hunger by picking through the remains leJi by comforlable touiisii.

The ruins of La Boca are accepted as a natural part of its history, But this acceptance does not equal understanding,
Understanding comes when one is able to form a reaction, True reaction comes through experience. This is where

the process of ruination becomes landscape. The modern urban ruin ceases to exist as an object in the landscape and
becomes a moment in the experience, lt is this experience which is missing or misinterpreted in the barrio La Boca.

_']
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ïe mptst be the gnly pain{e_r w!?q, witþout no[icipg,
brush,so that in íhë end he did not knòw whether
was the "barrio " that had got into his painting, "

-Orlando Barone in La Boca del Riachuelo
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The final project proposed is one that suggests an alternate strategy for dealing with ruins, and redefines or questions the
notion of public social space.

At the site-specifìc level, there is an attempt to form a new understanding and appreciation of cultural interaction and the
industrial waterfront. To understand not only why this neighbourhood grew in the manner that it did, but also why parts of it
now die,

It is the intention to provide the participant with the opportunity to explore and
e-xperience the essence of ruin and form an intimate response. The nature of
that response is not important, only that there has been one and that a clearer
understanding of context has been achieved.

I envision the proposed pro¡ect acting

that could be applied along a four-k

a catalyst for future re-enhancement of this particular landscape of ruin- a strategy
stretch of waterfront with similar conditions.

l
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elements within this landscape of ruin.

A polluted river, a derelict port and an abandoned industrial building
A solemn concrete wharf with a line of floating/sinking/sunk ships. A vacant city lot with
traces of structures and a silenced metallurgy shop. The residents of La Boca.

These pieces form the landscape of ruin, They are the parts which, in one way or another,
form the whole setting for the experience. Each piece provides a glimpse of the story yet
it is not until one moves throughout all, that the experience is complete.
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the river
The Riachuelo River marks the southern limit of the city of Buenos Aires, lt has been partially rectifìed and
channeled and its outlet location has been modified, The Riachuelo is sixty-four kilometres long, but not more
than one hundred metres wide and three metres deep. lts behavior is similar to that of all the rivers of the
pampean plain: slow, of irregularflow, with an almost nonexistent slope down to the outlet, and is influenced by
the tides of the Río de la Plata. This explains its difficulty to absorb and to purify the high levels of pollutants.
Because of industrial contamination, caused by tanneries, cold storage plants, etc., it has become a pestilent
stream, littered with the remains of sunken ships. At the moment, it is undergoing a process of recovery.

the ships
The ships are by far the most powerful iconic element in this landscape of ruin. Alone, they dominate the visual
identity of La Boca and offer the greatest clues as to the origin of this place. There would have been nothing
without this port. Buenos Aires itself would not exist. Yet they are the icons which seem the most undefined
amid the dying port. The only connection one has with the ships is visual, seen only from the redeveloped
sections of the waterfront, which cater to the tourist trade. The view does not provide any sense of intimacy,
and indeed the ships just look like ruins.
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structure
The abandoned metallurgy shop is in a constant state of flux, its use changing
in response to the nature of decay on the structure. Changes in lighting,
acoustiæ and spatial volumes will force function to adapt or transform,

ln the past 50 years, the building has undergone many facelifts and repairs,
Most recently in '1979, when a new annex of offìces was built onto the front
elevation of the building. These office spaces are currently in use, but the
shop area itself is vacant.
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thc úusiGal modcl
The model remained a valuable design tool throughout the
project, becoming the medium with which to explore and

articulate the various notions and ideas researched. lt allowed
for a stronger understanding of the physical manifestation of
these ideas, and the direct implications of these ideas in a site
specifìc context.

The selection of materials was critical to represent and

express the richness of the site, and all the model parts were
salvaged or recycled. The model itself was built and rebuilt,

then torn apart and built again.

Constructed at a scale of 1 :150, the model allowed for the
landscape of ruin to be understood at a more intimate level,

informing a strategy for design- revealing what was to be

touched and what was to be left unchanged .

i



development and material selection
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hard line drauuings
Eventually, the design-build exercises engaged on the physical

model were input into the larger context of the neighbourhood.
This allowed me to see the implications of the design (design site)
within a highly diverse pattern of residential, industrial, commercial
and cultural activity. Emerging patterns of movement, density
and function also helped to indicate possible nodes for future
development,
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cxlterientia I walfithrough
It is the intention of the walkthrough not only to introduce the design application,
but also to reveal that which I have not designed. That which has a beauty of its
own and expresses the honesty and value of this landscape.

These two approaches form a symbiotic relationship and should/do not
neccessarilly read as separate elements in the finalscheme. when appropriate,
additionaltext is included to articulate the design intention,

The collages are meant to explore scenarios and suggest a story, but not
necessarily depict one.

The red nuntbet's' r¡n the moclel image bebw relate to the viewpoints oJ'the illustrations.
(seen on theJollowing pages)
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I roofto[ mtio
The PROA Foundation is an existing contemporary art gallery located
in proximity to the site. From its existing rooftop patio one can see the
decaying building where artists are encouraged to create and display
their works,

The building acts as a medium to display the works and as an integral
part of site-specific sculpture and installations. Projections and multi-
media installations are seen dancing across the tin panels of the building,
and lights filter through vegetation which may climb up the protective

metal screening, As the building changes, so must the interpretation of
the art which uses it as canvas. lt is a gallery that constantly reanimates
itself.





ffi nunding facade
Moving towards the building at street level, participants are drawn by

the activity of local artisans and the elevated walkway. This pathway

strengthens the connection back to the PROA, creating a dialogue

through adjacency and function. lt also offers unique views to the

adjacent lots as well as to the docklands,

The existing offìce space at the front of the building remains, its future

use determined by the growth of the site.
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ffi eleuatcdwallway
From the elevated walkway it is possible to appreciate the prior function of
the building as a metallurgy shop and its sheer scale and volume. lt offers a
unique view of the ships and activities occurring within or adjacent to the site,
as well as the details and connections of the building construction which are
slowly undergoing the process of ruination.
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lnterlor floor slab l6m
ele. +O.3rn

lnterlor floor slab llm
ele. +0.3m



ß nu¡lding/lot section
This section (looking toward the docks) illustrates the spatial relationships that will only strengthen as the walls within and
around the vacant lot decay, Tourist and local spaces overlap, and the adjacent spaces of building volume, field, lot,

residential, and commercial become more fluid, setting the stage for a new social space where diverse activity occurs.

Resident and visiting artists from the PROA gallery will occupy the second floor of the renovated building, and are seen
as key participants in the dialogue between art and ruin. The PROA gallery, in collaboration with artists and the Historical
Society of La Boca, would oversee the funding and operation of the site.
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ffi nund¡ng eleuation
This series suggests the gradual transformation of the building.
Protective screening is installed on the building frame to allow for decay of the corrugated panels, while protecting the
participants moving through the landscape. As panels disappea¡ the distinction between interior and exterior becomes
ambiguous.

The outer skin of the building is envisioned as a canvas for artists. lt will be encouraged that pieces of the building are
disassembled in order to create their works. This type of transformation is seen as one which positively reinforces the idea
of urban decay and, although encouraged, is viewed as a naturally occurring urban condition,
Another key participant in this process are the local residents of La Boca, The scavenging of the corrugated siding is a
naturally occurring event in the neighbourhood and is not seen as detrimental to the process of decay but rather one of the
most honest processes within this urban condition.





ffi nunding interior
Time and decay begin to indicate how the space is used. The space could
accommodate large-scale activities such as celebrations and rallies,
4b

or transform into an installation space
4c

lncreased penetration of light into the building may encourage vegetative growth



An existing, still functional crane
and winch system in the building

will remain, to aid in the creation
of large scale artworks. The
elevated walkway will allow for
views into the working space of
the artists, while keeping people a
safe distance from any hazards of
the decaying outer skin.

Gradually, interior will become
exterior. lnstallations and artworks
will melt into vegetation, bluning
their exact timeframe of creation and

allowing them to become landscape
rather than object.
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ffi Uock [atnway
At the east periphery of the site, the landscape is dominated by the ruins of
the ships. The linear path suggests a direct movement along the length of the
waterfront, but does not restrict movement in any direction. Vehicular activity is

maintained on the docks, as some areas still function albeit at limited capacities

The path which leads one through the whole of this landscape of ruin is not seen
as having a terminus, but rather acts as a catalyst for future redevelopment of
other vacant industrial sites lining Avenida Don Pedro 6s tvs¡de¿¿,.i,r,1





Corladeria jubata pampas grass
Robust, tussock grass up to 3M in diameter, flowering stalks up to
2.5M high.

Leaves: Bright green, blade flat to only slightly v-shaped in cross
section, margins rough, cutting; leaves mostly basalto half the
height of the flowering stalks.

lnflorescence: Yellowish or purple, loosely branching, feathery
600-800mm long.

Fruits: Seeds, falling from old inflorescence which remains a dark
or yellowish color.

(Henderson, 1995)

l



Anteriormente delasentamienfo de los inmigrantes europeos,la grama de

ffis pampas domino las praderas delcampo.
(Prior to the settlement of European immigrants pampas grass dominated the prairie landscape)

I

Mnv,loc.gov//E/]risp¡utic/guidc/,Fs.lrtml, July 2002
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l{3 walfiway/Ram[as nodes
It is at this point where one may begin to hear or see activity within the pampas
nodes.

l
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ffi lock section
This section demonstrates the various experiences within the pampas nodes. Those on the main path are immersed in a
sea of grass, with limited awareness of the ships, The only connections are the sound/smell of water or the play of light in

the sky. While those who discover the nodes find themselves in a very personal space, able to see the ships through the
pampas, as the first inhabitants did, These spaces are intended to be the most contemplative moments of the experience,
allowing one to form a more critical response.

varlable lawn wldth
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pampas grass 5.4m
(¡ncludlng walls)

pathway 2.4m
ele. Om
(street level)

pampas grar
(lncludlng wall



Over time, it is envisioned that the water
quality of the Riachuelo will return to life-
supporting levels. Programs for pollution

control and cleanup are currently in place

but this is a long range vision,





Tl sunken walkway
The sunken walkway channels the pafticipant away from the stage

area, and one immersed in grass and sky, lt effectively cuts off any

visual connection to the ships, but as the path rises it offers a unique

and strange landscape. The ships are fìnally revealed in their most

honest and vulnerable condition, A stretch of silent ships lines the
port, only the pathway suggests further exploration of this solemn

landscape.
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lä noafing stagc
The floating stage area invites the participant to engage directly with the
water and ruins.

I
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Orange buoys mark the pløces
where people have gone after her.

They are inflated cryptograms,
puntpkin heads ltollowed out

into angry signs that poìnt to the
gravity of their own warning.

Only the unsinkable can shot up

ø x:recked visìbility. She looks
up at the ntusculur underside of

the story us it sails by loaded with
ìts unlikely endìng. Beneath the
commotion she is as cslm as the

water, so there is no need to corrte
up for ain - (Miles, 2000)

7 grid of lights
A 3.5m grid of lights floats amid the ruins of the ships. At night, beams of light
would cut through the polluted waters of the Vuelta de Rocha, and soak into
the rusted hulls of the ships. During the day, the floatation devices maintain
the visual presence of the grid, As the ships decay and perhaps submerge,
void traces remain in the grid, which start to engage memory and act as a
record of decay.

l
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lnformation plates edge the walkway,

reinforcing the link between the
neighbourhood and the ships. The
plates depict the history of the port, as
well as the the historical record of the
ships now there; information of crews,

log entries, cargos, etc,
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ffi tloat¡ng stagc/canteleuered wallsuay
These images show the interaction between the participants and the ships. The hull and the deck of the ship become

accessible to explore. lt is here that the experience of the ships is no longer strictly visual. lt engages all of the senses, and

allows for varying degrees of exploration and experience to occur. The landscape of ruin can only be understood through

touch, smell, detail, texture and light,

It is imagined that other ships within the scope of the future development nodes would be utilized. This is the only ship in the

design that is stabilized.



The user is presented not only with the beauty inherent in the weathering of the
ships, but also is confronted with extremely disturbing levels of water pollution. lt
acts as a reminder that this is an extremely polluted landscape and that the water
is essentially lifeless. The process of decay acts as a natural part of the healing
process of this landscape, as nature slowly resumes its dominance over the
human-made.





ßffi nedro de menzoda

l
l

i

At this point on the street, participants are drawn
to activity both within the site and further along the
waterfront.



ffi Rarking lot
A possible transition from parking to market. (Parking is the current use at this time)

As the qualities of the space change, so might the function,



Usable places emerge from derelict spaces, instigating commerce and
movement along the waterfront by both local and tourist populations, The
impact of the tourist is no longer a threat as the space is equally used,and
the waterfront once again becomes a place of vitality and celebration.





L

ï4 uaoant lot
The lot is left to revegetate through wind-born seeds and the active participation
of local residents. The smaller abandoned building has been renovated and
has become commercial space with a plaza on the ground floor and three artist
residences above.



i
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ßffi nlayins field
This fìnal series shows the grassed playing field that instigates a dialogue between different parts of the site, lt is
imagined that the passion that exists for football in this neighbourhood is strong enough for it to become a central activity,

-t



As barriers within the site decay, the

interaction of commercial, residential,

sport, art and market merges,

lnterior and exterior become ambiguous,

strengthening the processes that created

the experience of this landscape.



I came to the conclusion early in the project that
response is the essence of ruin.

It was this realization that allowed me to
continue forward and attempt to tell a story of
this landscape. lt could be argued that the story
I have told is my own, and I would have to agree.
I real tze that I have developed very personal
biases, but I believe that these are only a result
of ffi?&r respeffxse &æ ffiß&fl eKp@*esaGe"

-l I
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The design that I have shown
you was not constructed to
predict a response. lt was
constructed to set up the
conditions for an experience
and accept the response that
follows.

A,s stated eænBEer, *hæ sea8asre æff

tã'aat resp@mse Es sræ* ãrmpær*ærn$,
omly that *hene has beera @8?e

amd thaÉ æ s*oryr hæs beem *æãd,
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